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The homology of the Milnor fiber for classical braid groups

FILIPPO CALLEGARO

In this paper we compute the homology of the braid groups, with coefficients in the
module ZŒq˙1� given by the ring of Laurent polynomials with integer coefficients
and where the action of the braid group is defined by mapping each generator of the
standard presentation to multiplication by �q .

The homology thus computed is isomorphic to the homology with constant coeffi-
cients of the Milnor fiber of the discriminantal singularity.

20F36; 20J06, 32S55

1 Introduction

Let .W;S/ be a Coxeter system, with W a finite, irreducible Coxeter group and let GW

be the associated Artin group (see Bourbaki [5] for an introduction to Coxeter groups
and their classifications and Brieskorn and Saito [6] for relations between Coxeter
groups and Artin groups ). The main objects of study of this paper are the Artin groups
of type An . We recall that the Artin group GAn

is the same as the classical braid group
(see Artin [3] for the original definition and Birman [4] for more details) on nC 1

strands Br.nC 1/ and a standard presentation is given by:

h�i ; i D 1; : : : ; n j �i�iC1�i D �iC1�i�iC1; �i�j D �j�i if ji � j j � 2i:

The homology and cohomology with trivial coefficients for Artin groups GW associated
to Coxeter groups W of finite type are well known. The first partial computations
for the cohomology of braid groups are due to Arnol’d and appear in [1] and [2].
In [17] Fuks computes the cohomology ring of braid groups with Z2 –coefficients
using a cell decomposition of the Alexandroff compactification of the configuration
spaces of C, which are classifying spaces for braid groups. Using the same cell
decomposition, in [24] Vaı̆nšteı̆n computes the cohomology ring of braids with Zp –
coefficients for any prime p ; moreover he computes the Bockstein operator, hence he
gets the cohomology ring of braids with Z–coefficients. The same results in homology
are obtained independently by F Cohen in [12]: he computes the homology of braid
groups over Z using the theory of homology operations in n–fold loop spaces. In [19]
Gorjunov extends the results of Vaı̆nšteı̆n computing the cohomology ring of Artin
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groups of type Cn and Dn over Z. Finally in [23] Salvetti computes the cohomology
groups with Z–coefficients for the Artin groups associated with exceptional Coxeter
groups; the ring structure is determined by Landi in [21].

Let XW be the classifying space for GW . For a ring A we can define the local system
AŒq˙1� over the space XW , with twisted coefficients over the ring AŒq˙1�, where each
standard generator of GW acts as multiplication by �q .

The homology groups H�.XW IAŒq
˙1�/ are equal to the homology group (with trivial

coefficients over the ring A) of the Milnor fiber FW of the discriminant singularity
associated to W . The same hold for the cohomology groups, modulo an index shifting
((as proved by the author in [7]). Hence we get a q–module structure on the homology
and cohomology of the Milnor fiber FW , where the �q–multiplication corresponds to
the map induced by the monodromy automorphism of the fiber. We remark also that
for the case An the fiber FAn

is a classifying space for the commutator subgroup of
the braid group Br.nC 1/, hence the homology (cohomology) of the fiber is also the
homology (cohomology) of Br.nC 1/0 .

The groups H�.XW IAŒq
˙1�/ have been computed by the author and Salvetti [9]

for all exceptional Artin groups. Several authors (De Concini, Procesi and Salvetti
[14], Frenkel’ [16], Markaryan [22]) made this computation for type An Artin groups,
with A a field of characteristic 0. In de Concini, Procesi, Salvetti and Stumbo [15]
the computations have been performed for all other finite type Artin groups, with
rational coefficients. In all these cases all cohomology modules are sums of cyclotomic
fields (or zero). In particular, in [14], an interesting arithmetic behaviour of the table
.H i.Br.j /IAŒq˙1�//i;j is noticed.

In [22] Markaryan used the isomorphism between the standard resolution of a certain
algebra and the algebraic complex associated to the classifying spaces for braid groups
to compute the homology of braid groups with coefficients in the local system QŒq˙1�.

In this paper we extend the use of this resolution in order to compute the homology of
braid groups with coefficients in the local system KŒq˙1� for a generic field K . We
also compute the Bockstein operator in order to get the homology over ZŒq˙1�. Some
computations for the first cases can be found in tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. Our main result is
stated in Theorem 4.

In [13] Cohen and Pakianathan compute the homology of the braid group on infinitely
many strands Br.1/ with coefficients in the local system KŒq˙1� for any field K : this
is the stable part of the homology of Br.n/ (with coefficients the same local system)
with respect to the embeddings jnW Br.n/ ,!Br.nC1/. In Corollary 5.1 we obtain the
same result; moreover we are able to compute the Bockstein operator, hence we give a
presentation of the homology of Br.1/ with coefficients in the local system ZŒq˙1�.
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Corollary 5.1 We have that H�.Br.1/IQŒq˙1�/DQ; concentrated in dimension 0;

H�.Br.1/IZ2Œq
˙1�/D Z2Œx

2
2 ;x2i ; i > 1�

and for a prime p > 2

H�.Br.1/IZp Œq
˙1�/D Zp Œy2pi ;x2pi ; i > 0�=.x2

2pi /

with dim xi D i � 1, dim yi D i � 2. The Bockstein operator acts as follows:

ˇ2x2i D x2
2i�1 I p̌yi D 0I p̌xi D yi (for p > 2):

The homology H�.Br.1/IZŒq˙1�/ has no p2 –torsion for any prime p . A presentation
of H�.Br.1/IZŒq˙1�/ is given by

Z

264 y2pi ;x2
2j ;

x2
2i x2i1 � � �x2ih

y2pj x2pj1 � � �x2pjh

375.� 2x2i ;py2pj ;x2
2pj

�
with indices running as follows: 0 < i ,i C 1 < i1 < � � � < ih , 0 < j < j1 < � � � < jh

and p in the set of odd primes. The structure of ZŒq˙1�–module is trivial and so the
action of q corresponds to multiplication by �1.

2 Notation and definitions

Let R be a ring with identity and let q be an element of R. Following [22] we define
the algebra of q–divided polynomials �R.t; q/ as the graded algebra over R with
generators ti (i 2 N, deg ti D i ) and relations

ti tj D

�
i C j

i

�
tiCj�

i C j

i

�
D

.1� q/.1� q2/ � � � .1� qiCj /

.1� q/ � � � .1� qi/.1� q/ � � � .1� qj /
where

is the q–binomial coefficient; if we define the q–analog of i as

Œi �D 1C qC � � �C qi�1;

and Œi �!D Œ2�Œ3� � � � Œi �, then we can write also�
i C j

i

�
D
Œi C j �!

Œi �!Œj �!
:
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We recall that if q commutes with a and b and baD qab , then

.aC b/n D

nX
iD0

�
n

i

�
aibn�i :

Now we want to study the homology and cohomology (as defined in Cartan and
Eilenberg [10]) of the algebra �R.t; q/. We can consider the normalized standard
complex (see [10] for a general definition) that calculates the homology of the algebra
�R.t; q/. The complex is given as follows:

0 RD C0
@
 C1

@
 C2

@
 � � � ;

where the R–module Cn is freely generated by all the monomials of the form a˝ ti1
˝

� � �˝ tin
, with a 2R and the boundary formula is:

@.a˝ ti1
˝ � � �˝ tin

/D

D

n�1X
jD1

.�1/jC1a˝ ti1
˝ � � �˝ tij tijC1

˝ � � �˝ tin
D

D

n�1X
jD1

.�1/jC1

�
ij C ijC1

ij

�
a˝ ti1

˝ � � �˝ tijCijC1
˝ � � �˝ tin

:

By means of the grading of the algebra �R.t; q/, the module C is decomposed into the
direct sum of complexes of different degrees,

C D

1M
iD0

C .i/;

where deg.a˝ ti1
˝ � � � ˝ tin

/D i1C � � � C in and for c 2 C
.n/

k
we set deg c D n and

dim c D k .

The dual complex C � , given by the modules C n D Hom.Cn;R/ and with coboundary
map the transposed map of @, computes the cohomology ring of the algebra �R.t; q/.
The multiplication is defined on representatives as follows: if m�

1
and m�

2
are the dual

classes of the monomials m1 and m2 , respectively, then the product m�
1
m�

2
is the dual

class of the monomial m1˝m2 .

Given a space X such that �1.X / D Br.n/, we can define a local system R on X .
Over a point x 2X we have the ring R; the system of coefficients is twisted and the
action is given by sending each standard generator of the group Br.n/ to multiplication
by �q . This action corresponds to the determinant of the Burau representation for the
braid group Br.n/ (see, for example, [13]). We remark that although the choice of the
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multiplication by q would be equivalent, we use �q , which seems more natural to us,
and also for coherence with [13], [14], [15].

The complex C
.n/
n�� coincides with the complex (defined in [23]) that computes the

cohomology of the group Br.n/ with local coefficients R.

By the module H�.Br.�/;R/ we mean the bigraded module (the gradings are the
degree deg and the dimension dim) whose component of degree n and dimension
l is Hl.Br.n/;R/. We can think of H�.Br.�/;R/ as a ring using the multiplication
induced by the standard homomorphism (obtained by juxtaposing braids)

�ij W Br.i/�Br.j /! Br.i C j /:

Theorem 1 [22] The ring H�.Br.�/;R/ coincides, modulo a change of indexes,
with the cohomology ring of the algebra �R.t; q/:

Hl.Br.n/;R/'H n�l.�R.t; q//.degDn/

and the product structure in H�.Br.�/;R/ coincides with the cohomological multipli-
cation of the ring H�.�R.t; q//.

3 The Milnor fiber and some lemmas

Let V D Cn be a finite-dimensional complex vector space. The symmetric group on
n elements Sn acts on this space by permuting the coordinates. Let lij be the linear
functional zi � zj and let Hij be the hyperplane flij D 0g. The complement of the
union of the hyperplanes

Yn D V n
[
i<j

Hij

is a classifying space for the pure braid group on n strands. If we consider the quotient
of Yn with respect to the action of Sn

Xn D Yn=Sn

we get a classifying space for the braid group Br.n/. Consider the product ıD
Q

i<j l2
ij .

The polynomial ı is invariant with respect to the action of Sn and so it induces a map

ı0W Xn! C�:

The fiber F1.n/D ı
0�1
.1/ is the Milnor fiber of the discriminant singularity F0.n/DS

Hij=Sn in the affine variety V =Sn (which is isomorphic to the complex space Cn ).
The complement of F0.n/ in V =Sn can also be thought as the set of polynomials
with distinct roots in the space of all monic polynomials of degree n with complex
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coefficients. Moreover, the fiber F1.n/ is a classifying space for the commutator
subgroup Br.n/0 of the braid group Br.n/ and we have that (see for example [7]):

H�.Br.n/0;Z/'H�.F1.n/;Z/'H�.Br.n/;ZŒq˙1�/

H�.Br.n/0;Z/'H�.F1.n/;Z/'H�C1.Br.n/;ZŒq˙1�/;and

with the usual q–action.

In what follows K is a field and p always refers to the characteristic of the field K

(p D 0 or p a prime). Cyclotomic polynomials are usually defined over a field of
characteristic 0, by saying that the m-th cyclotomic polynomial is the monic polynomial
whose roots are all simple roots and are all the m-th primitive roots of unity. Over a
generic field K we can define by induction the m-th cyclotomic polynomial 'm , by
saying that '1 D q� 1 and qm� 1D

Q
ijm 'i . For each positive integer m we define

the ring K.m/DKŒq�='m .

We have the following technical lemmas:

Lemma 3.1 [8] Let m< n be two positive integers. Then we have:

.'m; 'n/D

�
.'m;p/ if nDmpi ; i � 1; for a prime p

.1/ otherwise.

We leave the proof to the Appendix. As an easy consequence of this Lemma we obtain
the following Corollary, whose proof is left to the reader:

Corollary 3.2 Let i < j be two positive integers. Then we can write

(1) 'pj D 'pi!Cp 

where !; 2 ZŒq˙1� and  is invertible mod 'pi ;

(2) 'mpj D 'mpi!Cp 

where !; 2 ZŒq˙1� and  is invertible mod 'mpi .

We can fix once and for all polynomials !pj ;pi , !mpj ;mpi ,  pj ;pi ,  mpj ;mpi satisfy-
ing the equations (1) and (2).

Lemma 3.3 [20] Let m be an integer and p a prime. Then we have:

(3) 'pi ' 'pi�1

p mod pI
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if we suppose that p − m, then:

(4) 'mpi ' '�.p
i /

m mod p

where � denotes the Euler �–function.

Now we consider again the algebra of q–divided polynomials �R.t; q/ in the case
RDK.m/.

Lemma 3.4 The following decompositions hold:

(a) if p D 0 (see also [22]):

(5) �K.m/.t; q/'K.m/Œum�˝K.m/Œu1�=.u
m
1 /I

(b) if p ¤ 0:

(6) �K.p/.t; q/'

1O
iD0

K.p/Œupi �=.u
p

pi /I

(c) if p ¤ 0 and p − m:

(7) �K.m/.t; q/'K.m/Œu1�=.u
m
1 /˝

1O
iD0

K.m/Œupi m�=.u
p

pi m
/I

with deg uj D j .

Proof The proof of (a) is given in [22].

For (b) the isomorphism is given as follows:

(8) ti 7!
u

k0

1
u

k1
p � � �u

kr

pr

Œi �!='
Œi�!'p

p

where kr � � � k0 is the expression of i in base p and x'p
is the maximal exponent l

such that 'l
p divides x .

For (c) we have the isomorphism given by

(9) ti 7!
uk

1
u

k0
m u

k1
mp � � �u

kr

mpr

Œi �!='
Œi�!'m
m

where k is the remainder of the division of i by m and kr � � � k0 is the expression of
.i � k/=m in base p .
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The Lemma follows from the next key observation: if kr � � � k0 is the expression of i

in the base p and k 0r � � � k
0
0

is the expression for j (resp. k , kr � � � k0 and k 0 , k 0r � � � k
0
0

are the numbers associated to i and j as in (9)), then the polynomial 'p (resp. 'm )

does not divide
�

i C j

i

�
if and only if the expression for i C j in base p is given by

hr � � � h0 , with hl D kl C k 0
l

for l D 0; : : : ; r (resp. the numbers associated to i C j

are h, hr � � � h0 , with hD kC k 0 , hl D kl C k 0
l

for l D 0; : : : ; r ).

The cohomology rings of RŒu� and RŒu�=.ui/ are already known. In fact we have:

Lemma 3.5 [22] H�.RŒu�/' ƒŒx�; deg.x/D deg.u/; dim.x/D 1I

H�.RŒu�=.un//'

�
RŒx� for nD 2

RŒy�˝ƒŒx� for n> 2

where deg.x/ D deg.u/, deg.y/ D n deg.u/, dim.x/ D 1, dim.y/ D 2 and ƒŒx� is
the exterior algebra over the ring R in the variable x .

We remark that generators of the rings in the Lemma can be given as follows: a
representative x is given by the dual class of u. Moreover in characteristic p D 0, a
representative of y is given by

n�1X
iD1

�
n

i

�
.ui
˝un�i/�

and with p ¤ 0, if n is a power of p , we can choose as a representative

1

p

n�1X
iD1

�
n

i

�
.ui
˝un�i/�;

where the notation .ui ˝un�i/� means the dual class of .ui ˝un�i/.

4 Computations and results

Now we can calculate the cohomology of �Kp
.t; q/ (and so the homology of Br.�/

with coefficients in the local system K.m/) applying the fact that the cohomology of a
tensor product of algebras is the tensor product of the cohomology of the factors.

Applying Lemma 3.5 we have the following straightforward results:
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Theorem 2 [22] If p D 0 and mD 2 then

H�.Br.�/IK.2//'ƒŒx2�˝K.2/Œx1�I

H�.Br.�/IK.m//'ƒŒxm�˝K.m/Œym�˝ƒŒx1�Ifor m> 2:

with deg xi D i , dim xi D i � 1, deg ym Dm, dim ym Dm� 2.

Theorem 3 Let p be a prime and m be a positive integer, such that p − m. We have
the following cases:

(a) if p D 2: H�.Br.�/IK.2//'
N1

iD0 K.2/Œx2i �I

H�.Br.�/IK.m//'K.m/Œym�˝ƒŒx1�˝

1O
iD0

K.m/Œxm2i �I

(b) if p > 2 and mD 2:

H�.Br.�/IK.p//'
1O

iD0

.K.p/ŒypiC1 �˝ƒŒxpi �/I

H�.Br.�/IK.2//'K.2/Œx1�˝

1O
iD0

.K.2/Œy2piC1 �˝ƒŒx2pi �/I

(c) if p > 2 and m> 2:

H�.Br.�/IK.m//'K.m/Œym�˝ƒŒx1�

1O
iD0

.K.m/ŒypiC1m�˝ƒŒxpi m�/I

where deg xi D deg yi D i , dim xi D i � 1, dim yi D i � 2.

We want to use these results to compute the homology of Br.�/ with coefficients in the
local system A over the ring ADKŒq˙1� with the same twisting defined as in Section
2.

The exact sequence
1! Br.n/0 ,! Br.n/! Z! 1;

tells us that the homology H�.Br.n/IA/ is H�.Br.n/0IK/ as an A–module (see for
example [22], [11] or [7]); since for n¤ 3; 4, Br.n/00 D Br.n/0 (see [18] for a proof of
this), we have that H0.Br.n/0IK/DK , H1.Br.n/0IK/D 0. Moreover the A–action
on H0 is trivial and so H0.Br.n/IA/ D A=.qC 1/ as an A–module. Moreover we
have:
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Lemma 4.1 [22] The R–modules Hl.Br.n/;A/.n > 1; l > 0/ are annihilated by
multiplication by Œn�!.

Let us consider a polynomial a 2A. We can consider the set Sa of all elements b 2A

that are prime with a. It is clear that Sa is a multiplicatively closed set. We write A.a/
for the localization ASa

of the ring A respect to the set Sa .

It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for p D 0, 'm is invertible in A.'n/ if and only if
m ¤ n; for p ¤ 0, 'm is invertible in A.'n/ if and only if n ¤ mpi and m ¤ npi ,
8i � 1.

The following decompositions hold for the homology of Br.n/ with coefficients in the
local system A:

Lemma 4.2 Let n> 1. For p D 0 we have:

H�.Br.n/IA/'
1M

mD2

H�.Br.n/IA.'m//I

H�.Br.n/IA/'
M

p−m or mDp

H�.Br.n/IA.'m//:for p ¤ 0:

Proof Consider the homomorphism

im�W H�.Br.n/IA/!H�.Br.n/IA.'m//

induced by the injection imW A ,! A.'m/ . We extend in a natural way the map im�
through the tensor product with A.'m/ and we get the new map

(10) eim W H�.Br.n/IA/˝A A.'m/!H�.Br.n/IA.'m//:

Using Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and 4.1 it is easy to see that in order to prove Lemma 4.2 it is
enough to show that the map eim is an isomorphism.

First we prove the injectivity of eim . Let ˛ be a representative of an element v in
H�.Br.n/IA/˝A A.'m/ . If the corresponding class of eimv is zero, and so eim˛ is a
boundary, then there exists an element ˇ such that dˇ D eim˛ . Multiplying ˇ by an
appropriate polynomial  prime with 'm , we get an element ˇ0 D  ˇ that belongs to
the resolution of Br.n/ over A, so dˇ0 D ˛ . This means that  ˛ belongs to the zero
class in H�.Br.n/IA/ and, since  is invertible in A.'m/ , ˛ belongs to the zero class
in H�.Br.n/IA/˝A A.'m/ . This proves the injectivity of eim .

To prove the surjectivity of eim we consider a class w in H�.Br.n/IA.'m// and we
choose a representative ˇ for w . Multiplying ˇ by an appropriate polynomial � prime
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with 'm we get an element ˇ0 D �ˇ in the resolution for H�.Br.n/IA/ and we have
that eim .ˇ0˝ ��1/D ˇ:

This completes the proof.

The next step is to compute H�.Br.n/IA.'m//. To do this, consider the following short
exact sequence:

0!A.'m/

'm

,!A.'m/

�
!K.m/! 0

where the first map is multiplication by 'm . We want to study the corresponding
homology long exact sequence:

� � �
��
!HlC1.Br.�/IK.m//

ˇ
!

ˇ
!Hl.Br.�/IA.'m//

.'m/�
! Hl.Br.�/IA.'m//

��
!Hl.Br.�/IK.m//

ˇ
!

ˇ
!Hl�1.Br.�/IA.'m//

.'m/�
! � � �

We can decompose Hl.Br.�/IA.'m// as a direct sum of terms A=. i/, where  is a
prime factor of 'm . So, if Hl.Br.�/IA.'m// has a direct summand A=. i/, generated
by an element v , it follows that HlC1.Br.�/IK.m// and Hl.Br.�/IK.m// have as
direct summand a copy of A=. / generated respectively by w and w0 and we have
that

ˇw D  i�1v

��v D w
0:and

In Theorem 2 (case p D 0) we have these maps (see also [22]):

ˇxm D fym ; ��fym D ym; ˇx1 D 0:

while in Theorem 3 (case p ¤ 0), the homomorphisms act as follows:

ˇyi D 0; ˇx1 D 0;

ˇx2i D '2i�1�1
2 Ax2i�1

2
I ˇxpi D 'pi�1�1

p eypi for p > 2I

ˇxmpi D '�.p
i /�1

m eympi for i > 0 or m> 2I

where exi and eyi are defined such that:

��exi D xi I��eyi D yi :

We can now state the following result:
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Proposition 4.3 For p D 0 we have, for mD 2:

H�.Br.�/IA.'2//'A.'2/Œx1�=.'2x2
1/I

H�.Br.�/IA.'m//'A.'m/Œx1;ym�=.x
2
1 ; 'mym/Iand for m> 2:

if p ¤ 0 and p − m we have the following cases:

(a) for p D 2:

H�.Br.�/IA.'2//'A.'2/

"
x1;x

2
2j ;

x2
2i x2i1 � � �x2ih

#.�
'2i

2
x2

2i

�
with 0� i , i C 1< i1 < � � �< ih , 0< j ;

H�.Br.�/IA.'m//'A.'m/

24 x1;ym;x
2
m2i ;

x2
m2i xm2i1 � � �xm2ih ;

ymxm2j1 � � �xm2jh

35, 
x2

1
; 'mym;

'2i

m x2
m2i

!

with 0� i , i C 1< i1 < � � �< ih , 0< j1 < � � �< jh ;

(b) for p > 2 and mD 2:

H�.Br.�/IA.'p//'A.'p/

�
x1;ypi ;

ypi xpi1 � � �xpih

�, 
x2

pi ;

'
pi�1

p ypi

!
with 0< i < i1 < � � �< ih ;

H�.Br.�/IA.'2//'A.'2/

264 x1;y2pi ;

x2
1
x2pj1 � � �x2pjh

y2pi x2pi1 � � �x2pih

375, 
'2x2

1
;x2

2pi ;

'
�.pi /
2

y2pi

!

with 0< i < i1 < � � �< ih , 0< j1 < � � �< jh ;

(c) for p > 2 and m> 2:

H�.Br.�/IA.'m//'A.'m/

�
x1;ympi ;

ympi xmpi1 � � �xmpih

�, 
x2

1
;x2

mpi ;

'
�.pi /
m ympi

!
I

with 0� i < i1 < � � �< ih ;

in all cases deg xi D deg yi D i; dim xi D i � 1, dim yi D i � 2.

In order to get H�.Br.n/IZŒq˙1�/ we still have to compute the Bockstein homomor-
phism p̌ associated to the short exact sequence

0! Zp ,! Zp2 ! Zp! 0:
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We’ll see that, as in the case of trivial coefficients (see [12] or [24]), there is no
p2 –torsion in the homology of braid groups.

In case (a) of Proposition 4.3 the Bockstein acts as follows (the coefficients  i;j are
those defined in Corollary 3.2):

ˇ2x1 D 0; ˇ2x2
2i D 0;

ˇ2x2
2i x2i1 � � �x2ih D

hX
sD1

0@ 2is ;2i x2
2i x

2
2is�1

Y
t¤s

x2it

1A I
ˇ2ym D 0; ˇ2x2

m2i D 0;

ˇ2x2
m2i xm2i1 � � �xm2ih D

hX
sD1

0@ m2is�1;m2i x2
m2i x

2
m2is�1

Y
t¤s

xm2it

1A ;
ˇ2ymxm2i1 � � �xm2ih D

hX
sD1

0@ m2is�1;mymx2
m2is�1

Y
s¤t

xm2it

1A I
in case (b) we have:

p̌x1 D 0; p̌ypi D 0;

p̌ypi xpi1 � � �xpih D�

hX
sD1

0@ pis ;pi ypi ypis�1

Y
s¤t

xpit

1A I
p̌x2

1x2pi1 � � �x2pih D�

hX
sD1

0@ 2pis ;2pi x2
1y2pis�1

Y
s¤t

x2pit

1A I
p̌y2pi D 0;

p̌y2pi x2pi1 � � �x2pih D�

hX
sD1

0@ 2pis ;2pi y2pi y2pis�1

Y
s¤t

x2pit

1A I
finally in case (c) the map is:

p̌x1 D 0; p̌ympi D 0;

p̌ympi xmpi1 � � �xmpih D�

hX
sD1

0@ mpis ;mpi ympi ympis�1

Y
s¤t

xmpit

1A :
Lemma 4.4 The homology groups H�.Br.�/IZŒq˙1�/ have no p2 –torsion.
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Proof Notice that the monomials 1;x1 generate the groups H0.Br.0/;ZŒq˙1�/ and
H0.Br.1/;ZŒq˙1�/ and that both these modules are equal to ZŒq˙1�. For i � 2 the
groups H0.Br.i/;ZŒq˙1�/D Z are generated by the monomials xi

1
. Now consider the

following monomials:

yi
m; yi

mx1 (case p D 0)(11)

x2i
2j ; x2i

2j x1;

x2i
m2j ; x2i

m2j x1

)
(case p D 2)(12)

yi
pj ; yi

pj x1;

yi
2pj ; yi

2pj x1;

yi
mpj ;y

i
mpj x1

9>=>; (case p > 2)(13)

Because of the computations over QŒq˙1� ([14], [22]), their liftings generate a free
Z–module of type ZŒq˙1�=.'h/ in dimension d in the homology of Br.n/ whenever
n D kh or n D khC 1 and d D k.h � 2/ and the Bockstein is zero for all these
monomials.

All the other monomials lift to torsion classes and all these classes don’t have p2 –
torsion for any prime p . To prove this it is enough to show that in the submodule
Mp �H�.Br.�/;Zp Œq

˙1�/ generated by all the monomials different from the ones in
(12) or (13), we have that

ker p̌ D im p̌:

Let us consider the set S of the monomials that appear in the polynomial rings of parts
(a), (b) and (c) of Proposition 4.3 and different from these in (12) and (13).

Let us say that a monomial w rises up to a monomial w0 is w appears as a summand
in p̌w

0 . We call w a basic monomial if it doesn’t appear as a summand in p̌w
0 for

any monomial w0 . We also say that a monomial w is a child of w0 if w0 is basic and
we can rise up from w to w0 in a finite number of steps. We notice that in general a
basic polynomial can be of the following form:

w D x
2a1

i1
� � �x

2ak

ik
y

b1

j1
� � �y

bk

jh
xl1
� � �xls

:

Let �w be the set of all monomials that are children of w (including w itself). It is
easy to see that �w is in bijection with the set of the parts of f1; : : : ; sg (with s � 1) if
l1; : : : ; ls are all different from 1, or with the set of the parts of f1; : : : ; s � 1g (with
s � 2) if one of l1; : : : ; ls is 1.

Let we say that a monomial w has '–torsion (over the ring Zp Œq
˙1�) if it generates

a module isomorphic to Zp Œq
˙1�=.'/. If a monomial w has '–torsion over Zp Œq

˙1�
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then all the other monomials children of w have the same torsion. Moreover consider
the algebraic complex .Mw; p̌/ given by the module Mw generated (over Zp Œq

˙1�)
by all the monomials in �w and with the restriction of p̌ to Mw as a boundary
map: we have that .Mw; p̌/ is isomorphic to the algebraic complex that computes the
reduced homology of the .s� 1/–dimensional simplex with constant coefficients, over
the ring Zp Œq

˙1�=.'/ and so ker p̌ D im p̌ on Mw .

One can check that for every monomial w in S there exists one and only one basic
monomial w0 such that w is a child of w0 . This implies that the family of all different
sets �w gives a partition of S and so ker p̌ D im p̌ on all the module M . The
Lemma follows.

5 Main Result

As a consequence of the last Lemma and of the previous computations, we can now
state our main Theorem. Recall that the ring H�.Br.�/IRŒq˙1�/ is the bigraded direct
sum of the modules Hi.Br.n/IRŒq˙1�/DHi.F1.n/;R/, where F1.n/ is the Milnor
fiber of the discriminant singularity for Br.n/.

Theorem 4 Set deg xi D deg yi D i; dim x1 D 0; dim xi D i � 1, dim yi D i � 2.
Then:

H�.Br.�/IQŒq˙1�/'QŒq˙1�
�

x1;ym;m> 2
� ı�

'2x2
1
; 'mym

�
I

H�.Br.�/IZ2Œq
˙1�/' Z2Œq

˙1�

2666664
x1;ym;x

2
2iC1 ;x

2
m2i ;

x2
2i x2i1 � � �x2ih ;

x2
m2i xm2i1 � � �xm2ih ;

ymxm2j1 � � �xm2jh ;

m� 2; 2 − m

3777775
,0B@ '2i

2
x2

2i ;

'mym;

'2i

m x2
m2i

1CA
with 0� i , i C 1< i1 < � � �< ih , 0< j1 < � � �< jh ;

for p > 2:

H�.Br.�/IZp Œq
˙1�/' Zp Œq

˙1�

266666664

x1;ypi ;ympj ;y2pi

ypi xpi1 � � �xpih ;

x2
1
x2pj1 � � �x2pjh

y2pi x2pi1 � � �x2pih ;

ympj xmpj1
� � �xmpjh

m> 2;p − m

377777775
,
0BBBBBBB@

'2x2
1
;x2

2pi ;

x2
pi ;x

2
mpj ;

'
pi�1

p ypi ;

'
�.pi /
2

y2pi ;

'
�.pj /
m ympj

1CCCCCCCA
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with 0 < i < i1 < � � � < ih , 0 � j < j1 < � � � < jh . Finally, using the notation of the
proof of Lemma 4.4, we have:

H�.Br.�/IZŒq˙1�/'

ZŒq˙1�
�

x1;ym;m> 2
� ı�

'2x2
1
; 'mym

�
˚

M
p�2

p̌Mp:

In tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 we give the explicit computations for some cases. The results
in Table 3 correspond to that in [14] for cohomology. We use the notation 'i

h
for the

module Zp Œq�=.'
i
h
/ or QŒq�=.'i

h
/ (note that RŒq˙1�=.'i

h
/ D RŒq�=.'i

h
/). In Table 4

we describe the additive structure of the integral homology of the fiber F1.n/.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H0 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2

H1 '3 '3

H2 '2
2

'2
2

'2˚'3 '2˚'3 '2 '2 '2

H3 '5 '2˚'5 '2 '2 '2˚'3 '2˚'3

H4 '3 '3 '2
2

'2
2

'2

H5 '7 '7 '3 '2˚'3

H6 '4
2

'4
2
˚'3 '2˚'3˚'5

H7 '9 '2˚'9

H8 '5

Table 1: H�.Br.n/IZ2Œq
˙1�/

Now consider the natural embeddings jnW Br.n/ ,! Br.nC 1/. By definition the direct
limit lim

�!
nBr.n/ is the braid group on infinitely many strands Br.1/. Notice that

the first p–torsion class in the groups H�.Br.n/IZŒq˙1�/ appears for nD 2pC 2 in
dimension 2p � 2 and is stable; the corresponding generator is x2

1
x2

2
for p D 2 or

x2
1
y2p for p > 2. An equivalent result for the cohomology was proven in [8].

As a consequence of Theorem 4, we can compute the stable homology of braid groups,
that is, the homology of Br.1/ (see also [13]).

Corollary 5.1 We have that H�.Br.1/IQŒq˙1�/DQ; concentrated in dimension 0;

H�.Br.1/IZ2Œq
˙1�/D Z2Œx

2
2 ;x2i ; i > 1�
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n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H0 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2

H1 '3 '3

H2 '4 '4 '3 '3

H3 '5 '5 '3 '3

H4 '2
2

'2
2

'2˚'4 '2˚'4 '2

H5 '7 '2˚'7 '2 '2

H6 '8 '8 '5

H7 '2
3

'2
3

H8 '10

Table 2: H�.Br.n/IZ3Œq
˙1�/

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H0 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2

H1 '3 '3

H2 '4 '4 '3 '3

H3 '5 '5 '3 '3

H4 '6 '6 '4 '4

H5 '7 '7

H6 '8 '8 '5

H7 '9 '9

H8 '10

Table 3: H�.Br.n/IQŒq˙1�/

and for a prime p > 2

H�.Br.1/IZp Œq
˙1�/D Zp Œy2pi ;x2pi ; i > 0�=.x2

2pi /

with dim xi D i � 1, dim yi D i � 2. The Bockstein operator acts as follows:

ˇ2x2i D x2
2i�1 I p̌yi D 0I p̌xi D yi (for p > 2):
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n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H0 Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z

H1 Z2 Z2

H2 Z2 Z2 Z2˚Z2 Z2˚Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2

H3 Z4 Z4 Z2 Z2

H4 Z2 Z2 Z3˚Z2 Z3˚Z2 Z2˚Z3

H5 Z6 Z6 Z2
2

Z2
2

H6 Z4 Z4 Z2˚Z4

H7 Z6 Z6

H8 Z4

Table 4: H�.F1.n/IZ/

The homology H�.Br.1/IZŒq˙1�/ has no p2 –torsion for any prime p . A presentation
of H�.Br.1/IZŒq˙1�/ is given by

Z

264 y2pi ;x2
2j ;

x2
2i x2i1 � � �x2ih

y2pj x2pj1 � � �x2pjh

375.� 2x2i ;py2pj ;x2
2pj

�
with indices running as follows: 0 < i ,i C 1 < i1 < � � � < ih , 0 < j < j1 < � � � < jh

and p in the set of odd primes. The structure of ZŒq˙1�–module is trivial and so the
action of q corresponds to multiplication by �1.

Appendix

Here we give the proof of a technical lemma stated in Section 3.

Lemma 3.1 Let m< n be two positive integers. Also let p be a prime. Then we have:

.'m; 'n/D

�
.'m;p/ if nDmpi ; i � 1

.1/ otherwise.

Proof First of all, notice that the polynomials 'm are irreducible for all m 2N; hence,
the quotient rings ZŒq�=.'m/ are integral domains.

(i) First suppose that m − n and let l D lcm.m; n/. Moreover we set m0 D l
m

, n0 D l
n

.
We have that 'n j

Œl�
Œm�

and 'm j
Œl�
Œn�

. Furthermore Œl�
Œm�
Š m0 .mod 'm/ and Œl�

Œn�
Š n0
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.mod 'n/. Since we have .m0; n0/ D .1/ it follows that .'m; 'n/ D .1/. Hence the
polynomial 'n is invertible in ZŒq�=.'m/ (and 'm is invertible in ZŒq�=.'n/).

(ii) Now we suppose that m j n. For a fixed m we want to prove by induction on n

that, modulo the multiplication by an invertible element in ZŒq�=.'m/, the following
holds:

'n Š pif nDmpi ; i � 1

'n Š 1 otherwise.

If nDmp we have that
Œn�

Œm�
Š p .mod 'm/

and so we can write
Œn�

Œm�
D 'n

Y
m0 jm;m0 <m

p − m=m0

'pm0

Since all the factors in the product are invertible, it follows that, modulo multiplication
by invertible elements in ZŒq�=.'m/, we get 'n Š p .

If nDmpi , in a similar way the next equality holds:

Œn�

Œm�
D 'n

Y
1� j < i

m0 jm;m0pj ¤ n

p − m=m0

'm0pj Š pi .mod 'm/

In the product there are exactly i � 1 factors congruent to p and all the others are
invertible, so modulo invertible elements we have that 'n Š p .

Finally we consider the case nDmp
i1

1
� � �p

ik

k
. Let us define the set

I D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:.m

0; j1; : : : ; jk/ 2 NkC1

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌

m0 jm;

0� js � is8s;

.j1; : : : ; jk/¤ .0; : : : ; 0/;

m0 ¤m if js D is8s;

ps − .m=m0/ 8s s.t. js ¤ 0

9>>>>=>>>>; :
We have that:

Œn�

Œm�
D

Y
n0jn;n0−m

'n0 D

Y
I2I

'
m0p

j1
1
���p

jk
k

Š p
i1

1
� � �p

ik

k
.mod 'm/
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and, by the inductive hypothesis, in the product, for all s there are exactly is factors
congruent to ps and all the other factors are invertible; hence 'n must be invertible,
too. So the Lemma is proved.
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